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The Platform

 
 

01 Block2Play is a tokenized decentralized 

Platform that offers Gamers all over the 

world a New Gaming Experience in the 

form of a Real Life Roleplay Game, in 

which every Player has the Opportunity 

to Earn Real Money while playing.

There are many different ways to Earn 

Money, as well as Bonus Prizes through 

Missions or Events.
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The Game

 
 

02 The Game will be a GTA5 based and 
modified Real Life Roleplaying Game 
in which the Player can earn real 
Money through various Jobs, Mis-
sions, Events as well as robberies etc. 

So-called chargeable / paid Items can 
be purchased on an NFT basis in the 
Game, which bring certain advantag-
es to the Player. 

The Player links his Meta Mask or 
Trust Wallet with his Player Account 
in order to send or receive Payments 
more easily. 
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The Block2Play Game Platform is 
limited to 5000 Players, which is 
divided as follows:

Regular User Account 
Monthly: €50
Benefits: Receives a random Item
Quantity: 4000 Players

VIP User Account
One Time Payment: €500 
Monthly: €50
Benefits: 
Receives five random Items  
Chooses Faction group
Quantity: 1000 Players



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Character
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In order to feed the Game Character, the 
Player needs Money which he can earn in his 
Job, Missions, Events or Criminal activities. 

Missions can be completed more easily by 
receiving and purchasing certain Items such 
as Weapons or Armor.
Each Player can design his Character as 
freely and as individually as possible at the 
beginning. 

After that, properties such as skin color, eye 
color, facial features, height and stature can 
no longer be changed. Hair color and haircut 
can be changed at the hairdresser's at any 
time like in real life.

As in real life, the Game Character of 
the Player has to eat, drink and sleep in 
order to survive. Furthermore, atten-
tion should also be paid to the external 
appearance of the Character in order, 
for example, to move up the Career 
ladder and to get new, better Jobs.



Bus driver

Taxi driver

Waiter

Pizza delivery man

Truck driver

Car mechanic

Garbage man

Attorney

Firefighter

Manager

Breakdown service

Car mechanic

Forklift driver

Ice cream seller

Hot dog seller

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jobs

 
 

Dealer

Bank robber

Gang member

Con artists

Gang / Mafia Gangster 

Car thief

Housebreaker

Prostitute

Document forger

Jobs can be selected from the legal 

as well as the illegal area. 

It is about being able to supply the 

Game Character and climbing up the 

Career ladder so that more Money 

can be earned in the Game, which the 

Player can Payout.

Legal jobs

Illegal jobs
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Factions
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Gas station

Law firm

Car dealer

Driving school

Restaurant

Construction company

Auto workshop

Mafia

Hemp plantation

Biker club

Security service

Promoter

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Police

Fire Department

Hospital

Bank

Intelligence

Politician

Judge

Prosecutor

A faction is a Business model which 

the VIP User Account Player can 

either choose or buy during the 

Game. Through factions, the Players 

can earn Money easier and faster, 

since other people work for the Player 

with the Faction and thus increase its 

Income.

The Factions Groups are divided into 

State and Public Factions Groups.

Public Factions

State Factions



 

 

 

 

 

Marketplace
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On the Marketplace, Players can buy 
Items directly from the B2P Platform, 
which are regularly available in limited 
numbers and editions. In addition, the 
Players can sell Items to one another at 
a fixed price, auction or exchange 
items.

If a Player wants to sell a Game Slot, he 
can also do that on the Marketplace. 
If a Payer does not pay his monthly 
Membership fee, the Account will be 
automatically sold to a new Player on 
the Marketplace after a period of 14 
days.

For Purchases on the Marketplace, a fee of 
10% is due for each Purchase. These fees are 
used for Bonus Rewards from Missions and 
Events.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Items can be different objects in the 
Game, the acquisition of which gives 
the Player certain advantages, for 
example a higher success rate in a 
robbery. Items can be, for example, 
weapons, protective equipment, 
driver's license, vehicles or houses. 

Each Item is available in different 
categories and quantities. 

The categories are divided 
into 3 different classes:
Regular
Rare
Epic
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Every month a certain amount of Items from 
each category is added to the Marketplace, 
which can then be bought by the Players. The 
purchased Items are traded as NFT and 
added to the Player's Wallet.

The category of the Item also specifies the 
strength of the Item in the Game, the rarer the 
Item, the better the Skills are activated in the 
Game when using the Item.

There are fair conditions during robberies on 
the open road and Players without weapons 
or protective armor; they  are not constantly 
robbed of their Money and they also have a 
chance to win a robbery. Assuming two Play-
ers meet and one of the two wants to attack 
the other, there is a showdown, which is 
played in the form of scissors, stone, paper. 
The Winner of the scissors, rock, paper show-
down wins the fight and can either escape 
the robbery and take no harm or steal a 
certain percentage of his Money from his 
opponent.

Items
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Items

Item

Knife

Pump gun

Pistol

Regular

X

X

Rare

X

Epic Abillity

-5%

-15%

-10%

Rocket launcher X -25%

Item

Light protective vest

Police sign

Heavy protective vest

Regular

X

Rare

X

X

Epic Abillity

Shield +5%

Shield +15%

Shield +10%

Juggernaut X Shield +25%

Example table for weapon skills

Example table for armor

Information in tables about item name, category or ability are variable and not fixed

Information in tables about item name, category or ability are variable and not fixed



Items
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Item

Car driving license

Airplane / helicopter driving license

Truck license

Regular

X

Rare

X

Epic

X

Abillity

Player is allowed to drive cars

Player is allowed to drive an airplane / helicopter

Player is allowed to drive a truck

X Moderate protection

Example table for items

Apartment

Villa

House X

X X Good protection

Moderate to good protection

X Great protectionEstate

X

Information in tables about item name, category or ability are variable and not fixed



Items
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Item

Small car

Sport cars

Mid-range cars

Regular

X

X

Rare

X

Epic Abillity

Moderate speed / little storage space

Moderate to fast speed / little storage spacer

Moderate to normal speed / normal storage space

X Moderate to very fast speed / little storage space

Example table for vehicles

Super sport cars

Oldtimer 

Family van 

X Moderate to fast speed / Little to normal storage space

Moderate to normal speed / normal to lots of storage space

X X Moderate to normal speed / normal to a lot of storage spaceJeep / Truck 

X

Combat helicopter

Helicopter X

Player is allowed t

Transport people / Good vehicle for stealing 

Good for missions 

X Transport people / Curier service Airplane

Private jet

Aerobatic plane

Transport people

Stunt fly shows 

Good for MissionsFighter jet

Information in tables about item name, category or ability are variable and not fixed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Money System

 
 

The Money System in the game 
is based on the income from the 
Membership fees of the Players.
90% of these are fed into the Game, 
which guarantees a Cash Flow of 
€225,000 with the full number of  B2P 
Players (5000 Players per month). 
The rest of the Cash Flow in the Game 
comes from Sales on the Marketplace 
through Items and Accounts. Prize 
Money and Bonus Prizes come from 
the Marketplace Transaction fees.

Deposit and Withdrawal System
Deposits are made in real time and only 
require the Blockchain Transaction Time. 
Withdrawals can be made in a Bank every 
weekend from Friday to Sunday. Payouts 
can take up to 2 days, as each Payout is 
manually checked and confirmed to be one  
step ahead of hackers / cheaters.

Game Currency
The Currency in the Game is USDT because 
it is a stable Coin that does not show any 
major fluctuations in exchange rates and it 
is based on the American dollar (US dollar).
The Block2Play Platform pays the entire 
Transaction fees for Withdrawals made in 
the B2P Game.

Payouts 
Payouts can be tracked and observed by 
every Player on the Blockchain as well as in 
the Game, so that there is maximum
transparency for every Player.
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Missions 
& Events

 
 

Missions  
Missions can be played once a week 
and through these every Player can 
win a Bonus Prize in the form of a 
Cash Prize or Items. Each Player has 
only one attempt per Mission to pass it 
and to get the Bonus Reward. 
Missions can also be played in groups 
with Friends or Gang Members to get 
the Bonus Reward more easily.
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Events
Events take place every Weekend in which 
the Players register in advance for 
participation in order to be able to 
secure the Premium Bonus.

Possible Events
Boxing Matches
Tuning Competition
Car Racing
Deathmatch Gang Fights
Quiz
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Server Launch

Official Server Launch 
January 1st, 2022

Play ahead of setting
Active B2P User Account or 
VIP User Account
50 B2P Tokens in Staking

Beta Server Launch 
October 1st, 2021
 
Only VIP User Accounts can access the Beta 
Server to test the Game before the official 
Launch. When playing the Beta version, the 
Player can explore the Map and gain first 
Experience in the Game, but not earn any 
Money in the process. In addition, the Player 
has the opportunity to report any errors / 
bugs etc. found and to help improve the 
Game.



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Affiliate System

Every user of the Block2Play Game Platform 
has the opportunity to recruit new Players 
via a Referral link and receive a Commission 
of 50% on the first Payment of the recruited 
Player, which he can then spend on the 
Marketplace.

Players refer Players, this 
principle applies to the 
whole Gaming World and 
they are rewarded.
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Slot Sale

Pre Sale
Starts on September 1st, 2021  
via Registration on the website 
www.Block2Play.com
An Airdrop of 100,000 B2P Tokens will be 
distributed among all Pre-sale Investors for 
the Token Launch on October 1st, 2020.
Pre-sale places are limited to 500 VIP User 
Accounts and 500 Regular User Accounts.
50% of the proceeds from the Pre-sale will be 
used for Marketing purposes.

Official Sale
Starts on January 1st, 2022
via Registration on the website 
www.Block2Play.com

03
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Block2Play Token
B2P

The Block2Play Token (B2P) 
and the associated NFTs in the 
Game are based on the Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC) to ensure 
that the Platform is scalable 
and Investors of all sizes can 
easily participate. 

We believe in Individuality, Efficiency & 

Decentralization  which is why the Public 

Sale will take place on October 15th, 

2021 on Pancakeswap.
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Token Supply

The total number of B2P Tokens at Launch is 1,000,000 B2P of which an Airdrop 

of 100,000 B2P Tokens will be distributed to the Pre-sale Investors. This means 

that 900,000 B2P Tokens will be available at the Launch on Pancakeswap. The 

Airdrop of 100,000 B2P Tokens is blocked for 6 months and cannot be sold to 

ensure Price stability.

Printing System
The B2P Token has an integrated Printing System, which will be active from 

October 1st, 2021. 500 new B2P Tokens are printed every day. These Coins can 

be burned, locked or distributed among Players as Staking rewards.

Staking System
The B2P Staking System pays off for Investors and Players. The existing Tokens 

can be pegged in the Back Office of the official website. The Staking Rewards 

come from the Printing process of the Coin stored in the Smart Contract, which 

is maximum of 500 new B2P Tokens every day.
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NFT System

The Items purchased in the Game are 
purchased as NFTs and can be traded in the 
Game on the Marketplace, as well as on 
every NFT platform on the Binance Smart 
Chain. 

The NFTs are divided into 3 categories:
Regular
Rare
Epic

It should be noted that the NFTs only have a 
function connected to the associated Game 
and are otherwise non-functional Trading 
Cards.
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Roadmap & 
Future Plans

Q3 2021

Q1 2022

Onboarding biggest Influencers in GTA5
Item Marketplace 

Launch of GTA5 based Roleplay Server 
Marketplace Launch 
Governance Token Launch  
Players get the chance to vote on a B2P Platform
for example, to be able to choose between upcoming Events
META – Scanning 

Dashboard Development
Smart Contract integration into GTA5  
Presale of 1000 Slots
B2P Coin Launch on Pancakeswap
50% of Slot Presale / Marketing
Server Test Beta for VIP
Coinhunt listing

Q4 2021 
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Team

WuZiMu
CEO
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Disclaimer
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Restrictions On Distribution, Reproduction & Dissemination

The distribution, reproduction, dissemination or circulation to other persons of this Whitepaper or 

any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted by the laws and regulatory requirements, therefore, 

by breaking the restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper your 

Account can be suspended by Block2Play.com Platform and/or the Distributor and/or Third Party.

Risks & Uncertainties

Our offer is directed to experienced professionals familliar with Blockchain techologies, cryptocur-

rency trading and other financial instruments such as stocks or forex. As prospective purchasers 

you should carefully consider and evaluate all the risks and uncertainties associated with 

Block2Play.com Platform, the Distributor and their respective businesses and operations or other 

Third Party, therefore, by Registation on Block2Play.com Platform, you are accepting the security 

and technical risks, so as potential financial losses. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops 

into actual events, the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of 

Block2Play.com Platform and B2P Tokens and/or the Distributor and/or Third Party could also be 

materially and adversely affected and they are not legally responsible for any of the noted cases, 

therefore purchasers and users of Block2Play.com Platform are lacking possibility to take any legal 

action against Block2Play.com Platform and/or the Distributor and/or Third Party.



block2play.com
....

....


